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ABSTRACT

Huntington’s Disease (HD) is a monogenic genetic disease of neurodegenerative disorders caused by repeated amplification of CAG trinucleotides in the first exon of the huntingtin gene (HTT), and there are no treatments which could forestall or slow Huntington’s disease. MicroRNA (miRNA) plays an important role in the post-transcriptional regulation of genes whose expression is related to the pathological process of Huntington’s disease.
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Huntington’s Disease

Huntington’s Disease (HD) is caused by repeated amplification of the (CAG)n trinucleotide in the first exon of the huntingtin gene (HTT), also classified as polyglutamine (PolyQ) disease [1-2]. HD occurs mostly in middle-aged people, with an average age of onset of 45 years [1-3]. In 1872, the American doctor George Huntington described the clinical features of HD and people have learned more about the disease and named it after Huntington [4]. It was not until 1993 that HTT, the pathogenic gene for HD, was found located at chromosome 4p16.3 [5]. The size of (CAG)n in the first exon of HTT not only affects the phenotype and function of cells, but also determines the age of onset of HD patients [3-6]. The clinical symptoms of HD are mainly chronic progressive aggravated dyskinesia, mental disorder and cognitive impairment. Patients have a life span of approximately 20 years after the onset of disease symptoms [7]. There is currently no cure for HD. People mainly perform multidisciplinary assessment and comprehensive management of patients’ symptoms to maximize the quality of life of patients.

Generation and Function of microRNA

MicroRNA (miRNA) is a family of single-stranded non-coding RNAs encoded by endogenous genes, with a length of approximately 22 nt. Mature miRNAs are loaded into RNA-induced silencing complexes (RISCs), and RISCs are guided to the binding sites of their target gene transcripts to degrade target gene transcripts or inhibit its protein translation, playing an important role in regulating gene expression at the post-transcriptional level [8-9]. More than 60% of human protein-coding genes are predicted to be targets of miRNAs, and it is clear that changes in miRNA expression will have an important impact on life [10]. In recent years, miRNAs have been found to play a key role in physiological and pathological processes related to brain function [11].

The production of miRNAs in the human body follows a two-step process, which is completed in the nucleus and cytoplasm in turn. In the nucleus, miRNA is transcribed by RNA polymerase II or RNA polymerase III through the promoter of itself or the host gene. Most miRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase II. Transcription products are called primary miRNAs or pri-miRNAs. Ribonuclease III Drosha cleaves pri-miRNA in the nucleus to form a stem-loop structure intermediate called miRNA precursor or pre-miRNA. Pre-miRNA is transported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm by the nuclear proteins Exportin-5 and Ran-GTP (GTP-binding nuclear protein Ran). In the cytoplasm, another ribonuclease III Dicer further cuts the stem-loop structure intermediate and partially cuts off the ring structure to form an incompletely matched double strand. The double strand is called miRNA:miRNA* complex. miRNA
is recognized by AGO2 (Argonaute-2) protein and loaded into RISC, and the other strand of miRNA* is generally rapidly degraded [12]. miRNAs regulate gene expression at the post-transcriptional level, mainly by interacting with the 3'-Untranslated Region (3'-UTR) of the target gene transcripts through its seed region, and with 5'-UTR interactions are rare. If miRNA and mRNA have a high degree of complementary pairing, mRNA will be degraded. Otherwise miRNA will inhibit the protein translation of mRNA [13-14].

**MiRNAs that are Dysregulated in HD**

Identifying miRNAs whose expression is dysregulated in HD will facilitate a deeper understanding of the molecular mechanisms of pathogenicity, providing evidence for the diagnosis and treatment of HD. Current research suggests that the dysregulation of miRNA expression in HD may be due to two reasons. One reason is the abnormal expression of miRNA-producing machines in HD. Lee et al. used wild-type mice as controls and found that the expressions of Drosha, DGC8R (DiGeorge syndrome chromosomal critical region 8), and Exportin-5 protein were up-regulated in 5-month-old HD mouse models. It was also observed that miRNA expression in the disease models was generally up regulated. They found that Dicer protein expression was down-regulated in a 12-month-old HD mouse model, while an overall downregulation of miRNA expression in the disease models was observed [15]. In the HD mouse models, the miRNA-producing machines are highly consistent with miRNA expression changes, indicating that the miRNA production pathway has changed and lead to miRNA expression disorders. These miRNA-producing machines may be affected by mHtt (mutated huntingtin protein).

On the other hand, the reason is that the transcriptional regulation of miRNA in HD is abnormal. Pircs et al. found that the formation of aggregates by mHtt can disrupt cell autophagy and cause abnormal accumulation of AGO2 protein. AGO2 is a key factor for miRNA function in RISC, and its abnormal accumulation will change the expression and activity of miRNA [16]. (CAG)n in mHTT (the mutated huntingtin gene) can transcribe miRNAs, which may be an important mechanism for the disruption of miRNA regulation in HD patients [17].
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